
EXAMPLES FOR THE MOD p MOTIVIC COHOMOLOGY OF

CLASSIFYING SPACES

NOBUAKI YAGITA

Abstract. Let BG be the classifying space of a compact Lie group G. Some exam-
ples to compute the motivic cohomology H∗,∗(BG; Z/p) are given, by comparing with
H∗(BG; Z/p), CH∗(BG) and BP ∗(BG).

1. Introduction

Suslin-Voevodsky ([Su-Vo],[Vo2]) defined the motivic cohomologyH∗,∗(X ; Z/p) on schemes
X of finite type over a field k of ch(k) = 0. For a smooth X , the cohomology H2∗,∗(X ; Z/p)
is isomorphic to the Chow ring CH∗(X)/p and Hm,n(X ; Z/p) = 0 for m > 2n. Even the
case k = C ; the complex number field, it seems difficult to compute the motivic cohomology
explicitely, in general. Hence in this paper, we study the more easy bigraded ring

(1.1) h∗,∗(X ; Z/p) = ⊕m,nH
m,n(X ; Z/p)/Ker(tm,n

C
)

where tm,n
C

: Hm,n(X ; Z/p) → Hm(X(C); Z/p) is the realization map to C-valued points
X(C) of X . Suppose that k = C and the B(m, p)-condition holds. Then this bigraded
algebra h∗,∗(X ; Z/p) is isomorphic as bidegree modules to grH∗(X(C); Z/p)⊗Z/p[τ ] by the

filtration Fi = Im(t∗,i
C

) and 0 6= τ ∈ H0,1(Spec(C); Z/p) ∼= Z/p ,while the multiplications
are different.

Define the weight w(x) = 2n − m if x ∈ Hm,n(X ; Z/p) so that w(x) = 0 for x ∈
CH∗(X)/p. V.Voevodsky shows that the Milnor primitive operation Qi also exists in the
motivic cohomology with w(Qi) = −1. For easy of notation, let us write the exterior
products of Qi’s

Q(n) = Λ(Q0, ..., Qn) and Q(i, j) = Λ(Qi, ..., Qj).

Suppose that there is an injection from H∗(X(C); Z/p) to a direct sum of free Q(n)-modules

(1.2) H∗(X(C); Z/p) ↪→ ⊕Q(n)Gn with (Q0...QnGn) ∈ Im(t2∗,∗
C

).

Then giving Gn the weight w(Gn) = n+ 1, we get the injection of bigraded modules

(1.3) h∗,∗(X ; Z/p) ↪→ ⊕Q(n)Gn ⊗ Z/p[τ ].

On the other hand, Totaro ([To1],[To2]) constructed the modified cycle map c̃l : CH∗(X)→
MU∗(−) ⊗MU∗ Z such that its compotition with the Thom map is the usual cycle map
cl : CH∗(−)→ H2∗(X). Here MU∗(−) is the complex cobordism theory. (The BP -version

of c̃l also exists and the BP -version is mainly used in this paper.) Using this cycle map c̃l,
he proved that there are cases that Ker(cl) : the Griffiths groups contain torsion elements.
The spaces Totaro showed are classifying spaces BG of some algebraic groups G (e.g., some

finite groups). He conjectured that c̃l are isomorphic for X = BG.
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In this note, we try to compute h∗,∗(BG; Z/p) by using the way to compute BP ∗(BG).
Recall that BP ∗ = Z(p)[v1, ...] and write P (m)∗ = BP ∗/(p, v1, ..., vm−1). For some good

cases, we know BP odd(BG) = 0 and this is computed by the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral
sequence

E∗,∗
2 = H∗(BG; Z/p)⊗BP ∗ =⇒ BP ∗(BG).

Here we assume that H∗(BG) has no higher p-torsion and all non-zero differentials have the
form of

(1.4) d2pi−1(x) = vi ⊗Qi(x).

Then we easily see that

(1.5) grBP ∗(BG) ∼= E∗,∗
∞
∼= ⊕n=−1P (n+ 1)∗G̃n ⊕ B,

where G̃n ⊂ E∗,0
∞ ⊂ H∗(X)(p) and B is the BP ∗-submodule of E∗,∗

∞ of generators in
Ideal(p, v1, v2, ...)H

∗(X)(p). If a BP ∗-module generator in B is presented by transfer of a

Chern class, then this element gives a non-zero element in Ker(clp = t2∗,∗
C

). Indeed, Totaro
showed this for X = BSO(4). Moreover, from (1.4) and (1.5), we get the isomorphism of
type (1.2), namely, there is an injection

(1.6) H∗(BG; Z/p) ↪→ ⊕Q(n)Gn where Q0...QnGn = G̃n.

Therefore we get some information of h∗,∗(BG; Z/p) from (1.3) if c̃l is epic.
One typical example is the case X = BO(n). W.S.Wilson found [W] a good Gn which

induces an isomorphism for the injection in (1.2) and B = 0 in (1.5). He computed
BP ∗(BO(n)) by this decompotion. Hence we get the injection (1.3) for the motivic co-
homology. However it is unknown yet, (1.3) is also an isomorphism or not, while it is easily
seen that it is isomrphic for O(3). Indeed, we will study h∗,∗(BG; Z/p) more explicitely for
the cases O(3), SO(4), G2, Spin(7) for p = 2 , PGL3, F4 for p = 3 and p1+2

+ : the extraspecial
p-group of order p3 and of expornent p for odd primes.

Sections 2, 3, 6 and 7 are very brief introduction of the motivic cohomology to older
algebraic toplogists. In particular we recall the properties of the realization map tC and show
how to compute H∗,∗(B(Z/p)n; Z/p) in §3. In §4, the ring h∗,∗(BG; Z/p) is studied by using
Milnor operation Qi, while without using BP -theory. In §5, we study the above disscussed
relation between h∗,∗(BG; Z/p) and BP ∗(BG). A little about Ker(tC) is also studied in this
section. The motic cohomology of the Eilenberg MacLane space K(Z/p(n), n) is studied in
§6. Some notes for algebraic cobordism MGL∗,∗(−) and the algebraic BP-theory are given
in §7. In the last section, the motivic cohomology of corrsponding algebraic group G itself
is remarked.

I would like to thank very much to Burt Totaro who corrected many errors of the first
version of this paper and teach me many examples of Chow rings, e.g., K3-surfaces.

2. Chow ring, Milnor K-theory, étale cohomology

We use some category Spc of (algebraic) spaces , defined by Voevodsky, where schems A,
quotients A1/A2 and colim(Aα) are all contained ([Vo2],[Mo-Vo]). Here schemes are defined
over a field k with ch(k) = 0. The motivic cohomology is the double indexed cohomology
defined by Suslin and Voevodsky directely related with the Chow ring, Milnor K-theory and
étale cohomology,

(CH) For a smooth scheme X , H2n,n(X) = CHn(X) : the classical Chow group of
codim n cycles on X .

(MK) Hn,n(Spec(k)) ∼= KM
n (k), the Milnor K-group for the field k.
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For a smooth varietyX of dim(X) = n. The Chow ring is the sum CH∗(X) = ⊕iCH
i(X)

where

CH i(X) = {(n− i)cycles in X}/(rational equivalence).
Here the rational equivalence a ≡ b is defiend if there is a codimension i subvariety W in
X × P1 such that a = p∗f

∗(0) and b = p∗f
∗(1) where P1 is the projective line, p(resp. f) is

the projection for the first (resp. second) factor.
For k = C, if X has a celluler decomposition,i.e., X = Xn ⊃ Xn−1 ⊃ ... ⊃ X0 with Xi −

Xi−1 = ∪Anij where Anij is the affine space of dim = nij , then CH∗(X) ∼= H∗(X(C)) the
singular cohomology theory of C-rational points of X . For example CH∗(Pn) ∼= H∗(CPn)
for projective spaces Pn. Since Spc contains colimit, we can consider the infinite projective
space P∞ = BGm and the infinite Lens spce colimn(An − {0}/Z/p) = L∞

p = BZ/p. The
Chow rings of BZ/p are are given in [To 1]

(2.1) CH∗(P∞) ∼= H2∗,∗(P∞) ∼= Z[y], CH∗(BZ/p) ∼= H2∗,∗(BZ/p) ∼= Z[y]/(py)

with deg(y) = (2, 1). For product of these spaces

(2.2) CH∗(P∞ × ...× P
∞) ∼= Z[y1, ..., yn]

(2.3) CH∗(BZ/p× ...×BZ/p) ∼= Z[y1, ..., yn]/(py1, ...pyn).

Here note that CH∗(X) 6∼= Heven(X(C)) for the last case. Even if H∗(X(C)) is generated by
even dimensional elemets, there are cases that CH∗(X) 6∼= H∗(X(C)), e.g., the K3-surfaces
have the cohomology H2(X(C)) ∼= Z22 but there is a K3-surface such that CH1(X) ∼= Zi

for each 1 ≤ i ≤ 20.
The Milnor K-theory is the graded ring ⊕nK

M
n (k) defined by KM

n (k) = (k∗)⊗n/J where
the ideal J is generated by elements a ⊗ (1 − a) for a ∈ k∗. Hence KM

0 (k) = Z and
KM

1 (k) = k∗. Hilbert’s theorem 90, which is essentialy said that the Galois cohomology
H1(G(ks/k); k

∗
s ) = 0, implies the isomorphism KM

1 (k)/p ∼= k∗/(k∗)p ∼= H1(G(ks/k); Z/p)
for 1/p ∈ k. Similarly we can define a map (the norm residue map) for any extension F of
k of finite type

(BK) KM
n (F )/p→ Hn(G(Fs/F );µ⊗n

p )

where µ⊗n
p is the discrete G(Fs/F )-module of n-th tensor power of the group of p-roots of 1.

The Bloch-Kato conjecture is that this map is an isomorphism for all field k and the Milnor
conjecture is its p = 2 case. This conjecture is solved when n = 2 by Merkurjev-Susulin[Me-
Su], and for p = 2 by Voevodsky [Vo1] by usig the motivic cohomology.

Notice that Hn(G(ks/k);µ
⊗n
p ) ∼= Hn

et(Spec(k), µ
⊗n
p ) the étale cohomology of the point.

The étale cohomology H∗
et(X ; Z/p) has the properties ;

(E.1) If k contains a primitive p-th root of 1, then there is the additive isomorphism

Hm
et (X,µ

⊗n
p ) ∼= Hm

et (X ; Z/p).

(E.2) For smooth X over k = C,

Hm
et (X ; Z/pN) ∼= Hm(X(C); Z/pN ) for all N ≥ 1.

The last cohomology is the usual mod p ordinary cohomology of C-rational point of X . Of
course H∗

et(Spec(C); Z/p) ∼= Z/p. It is known that KM
∗ (R)/2 ∼= H∗

et(Spec(R); Z/2) ∼= Z/2[ρ]
with deg(ρ) = 1 for the real number field. Let Fv be a local field with residue field kv of
ch(kv) 6= 2. Then KM

∗ (Fv)/2 ∼= H∗
et(Spec(Fv); Z/2) ∼= Λ(α, β) with deg(α) = deg(β) = 1.

Thus we know ⊕mH
m,m(pt; Z/2) for these cases.
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3. the realization map

In this section we consider the relation to the usual ordinary cohomology. Let R be Z or
Z/p. The motivic cohomology has the following properties [Vo2].

(C1) H∗,∗(X ;R) is a bigraded ring natural in X .
(C2) There are maps (realization maps)

tm,n
C

: Hm,n(X ;R)→ Hm(X(C);R)

which sum up t∗,∗
C

= ⊕m,nt
m,n
C

the natural ring homomorphism.
(C3) There are ( the Bockstein, the reduced powers ) operations

β : H∗,∗(X ; Z/p)→ H∗+1,∗(X ; Z/p)

P i : H∗,∗(X ; Z/p)→ H∗+2(p−1)i,∗+(p−1)i(X ; Z/p)

which commutes with the realization map tC.
(C4) For the projective space Pn, there is an isomorphism

H∗,∗(X × P
n/Pn−1;R) ∼= H∗,∗(X ;R){1, y′}

with deg(y′) = (2n, n) and tC(y′) 6= 0.
Here we consider some examples. Recall H∗(CP∞ = P∞(C); Z/p) ∼= Z/p[y], deg(y) = 2

and H∗(BZ/p(C) = BZ/p; Z/p) ∼= Z/p[y]⊗ Λ(x) with βx = y (when p = 2, y = x2). From
the above properties (C1), (C2), we easily see that tC is epic for X = P∞. Moreover there
is x′ ∈ H1,1(BZ/p; Z/p) such that tC(x′) = x and from (C2), we also see tC is epic for
X = BZ/p.

To see these facts hold for other spaces, we recall the Lichtenbaum motivic cohomology
[Vo2]. Lichtenbaum defined the similar cohomology H∗,∗

L (X ;R) by using the étale topology,
while H∗,∗(X ;R) is defined by using Nisnevich topology. Since Nisnevich covers are some
restricted étale covers, there is the natural map H∗,∗(X ;R)→ H∗,∗

L (X ;R). We say that the
condition B(n, p) holds if

B(n, p) : Hm,n(X ;Z(p)) ∼= Hm,n
L (X ;Z(p)) for all m ≤ n+ 1

and all smooth X . The Beilinson-Lichtenbaum conjecture is that B(n, p) holds for all n, p.
It is proved that the B(n, p) condition is equivalent the Bloch-Kato conjeture (BK) for
degree n and prime p. Hence B(n, p) holds for n ≤ 2 or p = 2. Moreover Suslin-Voevodsky
proves

(L-E) If 1/p ∈ k, then for all X ,

Hm,n
L (X ; Z/p) ∼= Hm

et (X ;µ⊗n
p ).

Now we compute H∗,∗(pt = Spec(k); Z/p). For a smooth X , it is known the following
dimensional conditions.

(C5) For a smooth X , if Hm,n(X ;R) 6∼= 0, then

m ≤ n+ dim(X), m ≤ 2n and m ≥ 0.

Hereafter this paper,we assume that k contains a primitive p-th root of 1 and B(n, p)
holds for all n but X = Spec(k). Then

Hm,n(pt; Z/p) ∼= Hm
et (pt;µ

⊗n
p ) ∼= Hm

et (pt; Z/p) if m ≤ n
and Hm,n(pt; Z/p) ∼= 0 otherwise. Let τ ∈ H0,1(pt; Z/p) be the element corresponding a
generator of H0

et(Spec(k);µp) ∼= H0
et(Spec(k); Z/p). Then we get the isomorphism

H∗,∗(Spec(k); Z/p) ∼= H∗
et(Spec(k); Z/p)⊗ Z/p[τ ]
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since τ : Hm
et (pt;µ

⊗n
p ) ∼= Hm

et (pt;µ
⊗(n+1)
p ). Inparticular, for the real number field R and a

local field Fv with the residue field kv of ch(kv) 6= 2

(3.1) H∗,∗(Spec(R); Z/2) ∼= Z/2[ρ, τ ] with deg(ρ) = (1, 1)

(3.2) H∗,∗(Spec(Fv); Z/2) ∼= Z/2[τ ]⊗ Λ(α, β) with deg(α) = deg(β) = (1, 1).

For k = C, B(n, p) condition holds for X = Spec(C), indeed KM
n (C) ∼= 0 for n > 0.

Therefore

(3.3) H∗,∗(Spec(C); Z/p) ∼= Z/p[τ ] with deg(τ) = (0, 1).

When k = C, if B(n, p) condition holds for X , then it is immediate that

(3.4) [τ−1]H∗,∗(X ; Z/p) ∼= H∗(X(C); Z/p)⊗ Z/p[τ, τ−1]

where the degree is defied by deg(x) = (m,m) if x ∈ Hm(X(C); Z/p).
Next we compute cohomology of P∞ and BZ/p. For any (algebraic) map f : X → Y in

the category Spc, we can construct the cofiber sequence

X → Y → cone(f) = Y/X

which induces the long exact sequence (Voevodsky [V2])

(3.5) H∗,∗(X ;R)← H∗,∗(Y ;R)← H∗,∗(Y/X : R)← H∗−1,∗(X ;R).

In particular, we get the Mayer-Vietoris, Gysin and blow up long exact sequences.
By the cofiber sequence P

n−1 → P
n → P

n/Pn−1 and (C4), we can inductively see that

(3.6) H∗,∗(Pn; Z/p) ∼= H∗,∗(pt; Z/p)⊗ Z/p[y]/(yn+1) with deg(y) = (2, 1)

Since B(1, p) is always holds, H1,1(Ln
p ; Z/p) ∼= H1(Ln

p ; Z/p). Hence there is the element

x′ ∈ H1,1(Ln
p ; Z/p) with tC(x′) = x ∈ H1(Ln

p ; Z/p). The Lens space is identified with the
sphere bundle associated with the line bundle

(An − {0})×(A−{0}) A→ (An − {0})/(A− {0}) = P
n.

Where (An − {0})×(A−{0}) A is the identification such that (zi, z) ∼ (a−1zi, a
pz) ∈ (An −

{0}) × A. Hence we get the cofibering Ln
p → Pn ×p−→ Pn. Thus we get the additive iso-

morphism H∗,∗(Ln
p ; Z/p) ∼= H∗,∗(Pn; Z/p){1, x}. This induces the ring isomorphism for

p = odd

(3.7) H∗,∗(Ln
p ; Z/p) ∼= Z/p[y]/(yn+1)⊗ Λ(x) ⊗H∗,∗(pt; Z/p) with deg(x) = (1, 1).

However note that when p = 2, we see x2 = yτ +xρ [Vo3] where ρ ∈ H1,1(pt; Z/p) ∼= k∗/k2∗

represents −1. (hence ρ = 0 when
√− 1 ∈ k∗.)

Let us say that a space X satisfies the Kunneth formula for a space Y if H∗,∗(X ×
Y ; Z/p) ∼= H∗,∗(X ; Z/p)⊗H∗,∗(pt;Z/p) H

∗,∗(Y ; Z/p).
By the above cofiber sequences, we can easily see that P∞ and BZ/p satify the Kunneth
formula for all spaces. In particular, we have the ring isomorhisms

(3.8) H∗,∗(P∞ × ...× P
∞; Z/p) ∼= Z/p[y1, ..., yn]⊗H∗,∗(pt; Z/p)

(3.9) H∗,∗(BZ/p× ...×BZ/p; Z/p) ∼= Z/p[y1, ..., yn]⊗ Λ(x1, ..., xn)⊗H∗,∗(pt; Z/p)

( when p = 2, x2
i = yiτ + xiρ).

This fact is used to defined the reduced power operation P i in (C3). Moreover we can
see (Ho-Kriz [H-K])

(3.10) H∗,∗(BGLn; Z/p) ∼= Z/p[c1, ..., cn]⊗H∗,∗(pt; Z/p)
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where the Chern class ci with deg(ci) = (2i, i) are identified with the elementary symmet-
ric polynomial in H∗,∗(P∞ × ... × P∞; Z/p). So we can define the Chern class ρ∗(ci) ∈
H2∗,∗(BG; Z/p) for each algebraic group G and for each representation ρ : G→ GLn.

4. H∗,∗(X ; Z/p)/Ker(tC) and operation Qi

In this section we always assume that X is smooth and k = C. Define a bidegree algebra
by

(4.1) h∗,∗(X ; Z/p) = ⊕m,nH
m,n(X ; Z/p)/Ker(tm,n

C
).

Suppose that B(n, p) condition holds. By isomorphisms (B, p),(L-E),(E1) and (E2), we have

Hn,n(X ; Z/p) ∼= Hn,n
L (X ; Z/p) ∼= Hn

et(X ;µ⊗n
p ) ∼= Hn

et(X ; Z/p) ∼= Hn(X(C); Z/p).

The realization map tn,n
C

induces this isomorphism. Let Fi = Im(t∗,i
C

) . Then ∪iFi =
H∗(X(C); Z/p) and define the graded algebra grH∗(X(C); Z/p) = ⊕Fi+1/Fi. Thus we get
the additive isomorphism

h∗,∗(X ; Z/p) ∼= grH∗(X(C); Z/p)⊗ Z/p[τ ]

of bigraded rings. However the ring structures of both rings are different, in general. The co-
homology h∗,∗(X ; Z/p) is isomorphic to a Z[τ ]-subalgebra B of H∗(X(C); Z/p)⊗Z/p[τ, τ−1]
with deg(x) = (|x|, |x|) such that B[τ−1] ∼= H∗(X(C); Z/p)⊗Z/p[τ, τ−1]. Namely there is a
Z/p-basis {aI} of H∗(X(C); Z/p) such that B = Z/p{τ−tIaI} ⊗ Z/p[τ ] for some tI ≥ 0.

Here we recall the Milnor primitive operation Qi = [Qi−1, P
pi−1

]

Qi : H∗,∗(X ; Z/p)→ H∗+2pi−1,∗+pi−1(X ; Z/p)

which is derivative, Qi(xy) = Qi(x)y + xQi(y). Note also Qi(τ) = 0 by dimensional reason
of H∗,∗(pt; Z/p) ∼= Z/p[τ ].

Lemma 4.1. If 0 6= Qi1 ...Qis
x ∈ H2∗,∗(X ; Z/p), then x is a Z/p[τ ]-module generator.

Proof. If x = x′τ ,then τQi1 ...Qis
(x′) 6= 0. But Qi1 ...Qis

(x′) = 0 ∈ H2∗,∗−1(X ; Z/p) since
Hm,n(X ; Z/p) = 0 for m > 2n. �

Define the weight by w(x) = 2n−m for an element x ∈ Hm,n(X ; Z/p) so that w(x′) = 0
for x′ ∈ CH∗(X)/p. Of course we get w(xy) = w(x)+w(y), w(P ix) = w(x) and w(Qi(x)) =
w(x) − 1.

Corollary 4.2. Suppose that B(n, p) holds. If x ∈ Hn(X(C); Z/p) and Qi1 ...Qin
(x) 6= 0 ,

then there is a Z/p[τ ]-module generator x′ ∈ Hn,n(X ; Z/p) so that tC(x′) = x and for each
0 ≤ k ≤ n , Qi1 ...Qik

(x′) is also a Z/p[τ ]- module generator of H∗,∗(X ; Z/p).

Proof. By B(n, p) condition, tn,n
C

: Hn,n(X ; Z/p) ∼= Hn(X(C); Z/p). Hence there is an
element x′ ∈ Hn,n(X ; Z/p) with tC(x′) = x. This means w(x′) = n and w(Qi1 ...Qin

(x)) = 0.
From the above lemma, we get the corollary. �

Lemma 4.3. Suppose that B(n, p) holds. If there is an s > 0 with psHn+1(X(C))(p) ⊂
tC(Hn+1,n(X)(p)), then

Im(Hn+1(X(C))→ H∗(X(C); Z/p)) = Im((Hn+1,n(X)→ Hn+1(X(C); Z/p).
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Proof. Consider the following diagram

Hn+1,n
L (X)

(1)−−−−→ Hn+1,n
L (X ; Z/pN) −−−−→ Hn+2,n

L (X)
pN

−−−−→ Hn+2,n
L (X)

(2)





y

∼=





y





y





y

Hn+1(X(C))
(3)−−−−→ Hn+1(X(C); Z/pN ) −−−−→ Hn+2(X(C))

pN

−−−−→ Hn+2(X(C))

where H∗(−) means H∗(−; Z)(p) and the rows are exact.

Let Hn+i(X(C)) ∼= Fi⊕Ti and Hn+i,n
L (X) ∼= F ′

i ⊕T ′
i ⊕Di where Fi, F

′
i are free, Ti, T

′
i are

non-p-divisible torsion and Di are p-divisible submodules. Take N ,s such that pN > ps >
|Ti|, |T ′

i | for i = 1, 2. Hence Hn+1,n
L (X ; Z/pN) ∼= Hn+1(X(C); Z/pN) ∼= F1/p

N ⊕ T1 ⊕ T2.

By B(n, p) condition, Hn+1,n(X) ∼= Hn+1,n
L (X), and the map (2) is identified with the

realization map. So ps(F1 ⊕ T1) = psF1 ⊂ Image(2). Therefore there is the quotient map

F1/p
s ⊕ T1 ⊕ T2 → Coker(1). On the otherhand, Ker(pN )|Hn+2,n

L (X) ∼= (Ker(pN )|D2) ⊕
T ′

2
∼= (Z/pN )k ⊕ T ′

2. Hence if k 6= 0 , then it is a contradiction to Ker(pN ) = Coker(1).
Hence we get Coker(1) ∼= T ′

2 and hence Im(3)(2) = F1/p
N ⊕ T1. �

Corollary 4.4. Suppose that B(n, p) holds and tn+1,n
C

⊗Q : Hn+1,n(X)⊗Q→ Hn+1(X(C))⊗
Q is epic. If x ∈ Im(Hn+1(X(C))→ Hn+1(X(C); Z/p)) and Qi1 ...Qin−1(x) 6= 0, then there

is an element x′ ∈ Hn+1,n(X)(p) so that tC(x′) = x and for each 0 ≤ k ≤ n−1 , Qi1 ...Qik
(x)

is also a Z/p[τ ]- module generator of H∗,∗(X ; Z/p).

Here we remark the case n = 1. Totaro showed [To2] CH∗(BG) ⊗Q ∼= H∗(BG)⊗Q for
any complex algebraic group G. Hence CH1(BG)→ H2(BG) is epic, indeed, he also shows
this map is isomorphic. As for K3-surfaces, CH∗(BG)⊗Q→ H∗(BG)⊗Q is not epic and

H3,1
L (X) contains p-divisible elements.
Now we consider the examples. The mod 2 cohomology of BO(n) is H∗(BO(n); Z/2) ∼=

Z/2[w1, ..., wn] where the Stiefel-Whiteney class wi restricts the elementary symmetric poly-
nomial in H∗(B(Z/2)n; Z/2) ∼= Z/2[x1, ..., xn]. Each element w2

i is represented by Chern
class ci of the induced representation O(n) ⊂ U(n). Hence ci ∈ CH∗(BS(n); Z/2) =
H2∗,∗(BO(n); Z/2).

Proposition 4.5. h∗,∗(BO(n); Z/p) ⊃ Z/2[c1, ..., cn]⊗∆(w1, ..., wn)⊗ Z/2[τ ]
where deg(ci) = (2i, i), deg(wi) = (i, i) and w2

i = τ ici.

SinceQi−1...Q0(wi) 6= 0, each wi is a Z/2[τ ]-module generator. However even h∗,∗(BO(n); Z/2)
seems very complicated. Consider the case X = BO(3). The cohomology operations act by

w2
Sq1

−−−−→ w1w2 + w3
Sq2

−−−−→ w2w
3
1 + w2

1w3 + w1w
2
2 + w2w3

Sq1

−−−−→ w2
1w

2
2 + w2

3

w3
Sq1

−−−−→ w3w1
Sq2

−−−−→ w1w2w3

Theorem 4.6. There is the isomorphism

h∗,∗(BO(3); Z/2) ∼= Z/2[c1, c2, c3]{1, w1, w2, Q0w2, Q1w2, w3, Q0w3, Q1w3} ⊗ Z/2[τ ].

where Q0w2 = τ−1(w1w2 + w3), ...

W.S.Wilson ([W],[K-Y]) found a good Q(i) = Λ(Q0, ..., Qi)-module decomposition for
X = BO(n), namely,

(4.2) H∗(X ; Z/2) = ⊕−1Q(i)Gi with Q0...QiGi ∈ tC(CH∗(X)).

Here Gk−1 is quite complicated , namely, it is generated by symmetric functions

Σx2i1+1
1 ...x2ik+1

k x2j1
k+1...x

2jq

k+q , k + q ≤ n,
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with 0 ≤ i1 ≤ ... ≤ ik and 0 ≤ j1 ≤ ... ≤ jq ; and if the number of j equal to ju is odd, then
there is some s ≤ k such that 2is + 2s < 2ju < 2is + 2s+1.

Then w(Gi) ≥ i in h∗,∗(X ; Z/p), that means

Proposition 4.7. Givenig the weight by w(Gi) = i+1, we have the incusion for X = BO(n)

h∗,∗(X ; Z/2) ⊂ (⊕iQ(i)Gi)⊗ Z/2[τ ].

One problem is that the above inclusion is really isomorphism or not. The similar de-
composition holds for X = (BZ/p)n and the above inclusion is an isomorphism. The case
X = BO(3) is also isomorphism. Since the direct decomposition of BO(3) is complicated
to write, we only write here that of SO(3) since O(3) ∼= SO(3)× Z/2.

(4.3) H∗(BSO(3); Z/2) ∼= Z/2[w2, w3] ∼= Z/2[c2, c3]{1, w2, w3 = Q0w2, w2w3 = Q1w2}

∼= Z/2[c2, c3]{w2, Q0w2, Q1w2, c3 = Q0Q1w2} ⊕ Z/2[c2]

∼= Z/2[c2, c3]Q(1){w2} ⊕ Z/2[c2].

Since there is the isomorphism O(2n+1) ∼= SO(2n+1)×Z/2, the cohomology of BSO(2n+1)
is reduced from that of BO(2n+ 1). However the situation for BO(2n) is different. In the
next section, we will study BSO(4) for details.

The extraspecial 2-group 21+2n
+ is the n-th central product of the dihedral group D8 of

order 8. It has a central extension

(4.4) 0→ Z/2→ G→ V = ⊕2n
Z/2→ 0

Let H∗(BV ; Z/2) ∼= Z/2[x1, ..., x2n]. Then Quillen proved [Q2]

(4.5) H∗(BG; Z/2) ∼= Z/2[x1, ..., x2n]/(f,Q0f, ..., Qn−2f)⊗ Z/2[w2n ].

Here w2n is the Stiefel-Whiteney class of the real 2n dimensional irreducible representation
restricting non zero on the center and f =

∑

i x2i−1x2i ∈ H2(BV ; Z/2) represents the central
extension (4.4).

Leting yi = x2
i in H∗(BG; Z/2), we can write f 2 =

∑

y2i−1y2i,

(Qk−1f)2 = Q0Qkf =
∑

y2k

2i−1y2i − y2i−1y
2k

2i

,

Qk−1f =
∑

y2k−1

2i−1x2i − x2i−1y
2k−1

2i .

Now we consider in the motivic cohomology H∗,∗(BG; Z/2) and change yi = τ−1x2
i . Since

f = 0 ∈ H2,2(BG; Z/2), we can see thatQk−1f = 0 andQkQ0(f) = 0 also inH∗,∗(BG; Z/2).
However for general n,

∑

y2iy2i−1 6= 0 in H∗,∗(BG; Z/2). Let

(4.6) A = (Z/2[y1, ..., y2n, c2n ]/(Q0Qkf, ..., Q0Qnf)

⊗∆(x1, ..., x2, w2n)/(f,Q0f, .., Qn−2f))⊗ Z/2[τ ].

Lemma 4.8. For G = 21+2n
+ , there is a map A→ H∗,∗(BG; Z/2) which induces the injection

A/(f2) ⊂ h∗,∗(BG; Z/2).

When m = 0, 1,−1 mod 8 and m > 0, we say that Spin(m) is real type [Q2]. When
Spin(m) is real type, from Quillen, we know that H∗(BSpin(m); Z/2) ⊂ H∗(BG; Z/2)

where G = 22h+1
+ , and h is the Hurwitz number (for details see [Q2]).
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Corollary 4.9. Let G = Spin(m) be real type and the Hurwutz number h, and let

A = (Z/2[c2, c3, , ..., cm, c2h ]/((Q1Q0w2), ..., (QhQ0w2)

⊗∆(w2, ..., wm, w2h)/(w2, Q0w2, ..., Qh−2w2))⊗ Z/2[τ ]

where wi, i ≤ m (resp.w2h) is the Stiefel-Whitney class of the usual SO(m) representation
(resp. of the irreducible 2h-dimensional spin representation). Then we have a map A →
H∗,∗(BG; Z/2) which induces the injection A/(c2) ⊂ h∗,∗(BG; Z/2).

We study Spin(7) and the exceptional Lie group G2. The cohomology of G2 is given
by H∗(BG2; Z/2) ∼= Z/2[w4, w6, w7] where wi is the Siefel-Whitney class of the inclusion
G2 ⊂ SO(7). The cohomology H∗(BSpin(7); Z/2) ∼= H∗(BG2; Z/2)⊗ Z/2[w8].

Corollary 4.10. Let A = Z/2[c2, c4, c6, c7]⊗∆(w4, w6, w7)⊗Z/2[τ ]. Then there is the map
A → H∗,∗(BG2; Z/2) which induces the injection A/(c2) ⊂ h∗,∗(BG2; Z/2). Similar facts
hold for BSpin(7) tensoring Z/2[c8].

The cohomology operations are given

w4
Sq2

−−−−→ w6
Sq1

−−−−→ w7
Sq4

−−−−→ w4w7
Sq2

−−−−→ w7w6
Sq1

−−−−→ w2
7

Q1Q0(w4w6) = w2
7 , Q2Q1Q0(w4w6w7) = w4

7 .

Proposition 4.11. Let w(w4) = 2, w(w(4,6)) = 2 and w(w(4,6,7)) = 3 with tC(w(i1 ,...,in)) =
wi1 ...win

. Then we have the injection

h∗,∗(BG2; Z/2) ⊂ Z/2[c4, c6, c7]

⊗Z/2{1, w4, Sq
2w4, Q1w4, Q2w4, Sq

2Q2w4, w(4,6), w(4,6,7)} ⊗ Z/p[τ ].

Remark. If t4,3
C
⊗Q is epic, then we can take w4 ∈ h4,3(BG; Z/2), i.e., w(w4) = 2.

The kernel Ker(tC)2∗,∗ is not so big for X = BG2. Indeed, it is known that

CH∗(BG2) ∼= Z(2)[c2, c4, c6, c7]/(2
r(c22 − 4c4), 2c7, c2c7), for some r ≥ 0.

The cohomology operations are given in H∗(BSO(7); Z/2)

Q1Q0w2 = w2
3 , Q2Q0w2 = w2

5 , Q3Q0w2 = w2
7w

2
2 + w2

6w
2
3 + w2

5w
2
4 .

Hence we have c3 = 0, c5 = 0 c2c7 = 0 in CH∗(BG2) but c2 6= 0.

¿From here we consider the case p = odd. One of the easist examples is the case G =
PGL3 and p = 3. The mod 3 cohomology is given by ([K-Y],[Ve1])

(Z/3[y2]{y2} ⊕ Z/3{1, y2, y3, y7}[y8])⊗ Z/3[y12]

It is known that y2
2 , y

3
2 , y

2
8 and y12 are represented by Chern classes. Moreover Q1Q0(y2) =

y8. Hence these elements are in the Chow ring, namely,

h2∗,∗(BPGL3; Z/3) ∼= (Z/3[y2]{y2
2} ⊕ Z/3[y8])⊗ Z/3[y12].

The cohomology operations are given

y2
β−−−−→ y3

P 1

−−−−→ y7
β−−−−→ y8

Thus we get h∗,∗(PGL3; Z/3) completely.

Theorem 4.12.

h∗,∗(BPGL3; Z/3) ∼= (Z/3[y2]{y2} ⊕ Z/3{1}⊕ Z/3[y8]⊗Q(1){y2})⊗ Z/3[y12]⊗ Z/3[τ ]
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Next consider the extraspecial p-group G = p1+2n
+ . When n > 2, even the cohomology

ring H∗(BG(C); Z/p) are unknown, while it contains the subring

B = Z/p[y1, ..., y2n, cpn ]/(Q1Q0f, ...QnQ0f).

where f =
∑n x2i−1x2i for βxi = yi and QkQ0f =

∑

y2i−1y
pk

2i − y
pk

2i−1y2i Since f = 0 ∈
H2,2(BG; Z/p), we have

Proposition 4.13. Let G = p1+2n
+ and A = B ⊗ Z/p[τ ]. Then there is an injection

A ⊂ H∗,∗(BG; Z/p)

We consider the case n = 1 here. Let us write E = p1+2
+ . The ordinary cohomology is

known by Lewis [L], [Te-Y3], namely,

Heven(BE)/p ∼= (Z/p[y1, y2]/(y
p
1y2 − y1yp

2)⊕ Z/p{c2, ..., cp−1})⊗ Z/p[cp].

Hodd(BE) ∼= Z/p[y1, y2, cp]{a1, a2}/(y1a2 − y2a1, y
p
1a2 − yp

2a1) |ai| = 3.

Theorem 4.14.

h∗,∗(BE; Z/p) ∼= ({1, ∂−1}(H∗(BE)/p)− {∂−11})⊗ Z/p[τ ]

where w(Heven(BE)/p) = 0, w(Hodd(BE)) = 1 and ∂−1
p ascents the weight one.

Proof. Since all elements in Heven(BE) are generated by Chern classes, we have the iso-
morphism h2∗,∗(BG; Z/3) ∼= Heven(BE)/p. We know Hodd(BE; Z/p) is generated as a
Heven(BE)/p-module by two elements a1, a2 such that Q1ai = yicp [Te-Y3].

The mod p-cohomology is written additively H∗(BE; Z/p) ∼= {1, ∂−1
p }H∗(BE)/p. Here

∂p is the (higher) Bockstein. All elements in Hodd(BE) are just p-torsion and we can
take a′i ∈ H2(BE; Z/p) such that β(a′i) = ai. Thus we take a′i ∈ H2,2(BE; Z/p) so that
ai ∈ H3,2(BE; Z/p).

Next consider elements x = ∂−1
p (y), y ∈ Heven(BE)/p. If y ∈ (Ideal(y1, y2)), then

∂−1
p (y) =

∑

xibi for bi ∈ Heven(BE)/p, and hence we can take w(∂−1
p (y)) = 1. For other

elements y = cic with c ∈ Z/p[cp], we can prove ([Ly]) that thse elements are represented
by transfer from a subgroup isomorphic to Z/p × Z/p. Therefore we can also prove that
w(∂−1

p (y)) = 1. Thus we complete the proof. �

5. BP -theory and Kert2∗,∗
C

In this section, we always assume k = C. Even this case it seems difficult to know
KertC = 0 or not. For Chow rings CH∗(X), Totaro found a good way to get non zero
elements in KertC. Let MU∗(−) (resp. BP ∗(−)) be the complex cobordism theory (resp.
Brown-Peterson theory) with the coefficient ring MU ∗ = MU∗(pt) = Z[x1, ...], |xi| = −2i
(resp. BP ∗ = Z(p)[v1, ...], |vi| = −2(pi−1)). The Thom map induces ρ : MU∗(X)⊗MU∗Z→
H∗(X ; Z). Totaro constructs [To1] the map

(5.1) c̃l : CH∗(X)→MU∗(X)⊗MU∗ Z

such that the composition ρc̃l is the usual cycle map cl = tC which is also the realization
map. BP -version of the above fact also holds and we mainly use this BP -version in this
section. All known examples for X = BG are proved that the map c̃l are isomorphisms.

Let P (n)∗ = BP ∗/(p, v1, ..., vn−1), e.g., P (0)∗ = BP ∗, P (1)∗ = BP ∗/p and P (∞)∗ =
Z/p. Then there are cohomology theories P (n)∗(−) with the coefficient P (n)∗(pt) ∼= P (n)∗,
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e.g., P (0)∗(X) = BP ∗(X), P (1)∗(X) = BP ∗(X ; Z/p) and P (∞)∗(X) = H∗(X ; Z/p). Hence
there are maps of cohomology theories

clp : CH∗(−)/p→ BP ∗(−)⊗BP∗ Z/p→ ...→
P (n)∗(−)⊗P (n)∗ Z/p→ P (n+ 1)∗(−)⊗P (n+1)∗ Z/p→ ...→ H∗(−; Z/p)

such that the composition is the cycle map clp = tC. The Morava K-theory is defined by
K(n)∗(X) = P (n)∗(X)⊗P (n)∗ K(n)∗ where K(n)∗ = Z/p[vn, v

−1
n ]. In general, K(n)∗(X) 6∼=

K(n)∗ ⊗BP∗ BP ∗(X). However when K(n)odd(X) = 0, it is known [R-W-Y] that

P (n)∗(X) ∼= BP ∗(X)⊗BP∗ P (n)∗, K(n)∗(X) ∼= BP ∗(X)⊗BP∗ K(n)∗.

We know K(n)odd(BG) = 0 for many cases, while Kriz showed K(n)∗(BG′) 6= 0 for some
fine group G′.

Many cases of X([Te-Y2], [K-Y]), BP ∗(X) are computed by the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spec-
tral sequences

E∗,∗
2 = H∗(X)⊗BP ∗ =⇒ BP ∗(X).

It is known that d2pi−1(x) = vi ⊗ Qi(x) mod(p, ..vi−1). Here we assume that; H∗(X) has
no higher p-torsion and

(5.2) All non zero differentials are of form

d2pi−1(x) = vi ⊗Qi(x) mod(p, ..vi−1).

Let us write
(5.3) grBP ∗(X) ∼= E∗,∗

∞
∼= A⊕B

where A (resp. B) is a BP ∗-module generated by elements in H∗(X)/p (resp. pH∗(X) ⊕
E∗,minus

∞ ) so that B ⊂ Ker(ρp). We can write A ∼= ⊕n=−1P (n + 1)∗G̃n by the prime
invariant ideal theorem of Landweber ; if P (n)∗/(a) is a BP ∗(BP )-module, then a = vs

n for
some s ≥ 1.

Take a non zero element g̃n ∈ G̃n for n ≥ 2. Since g̃n is (p, ..., vn)-torsion, there is

gn,s ∈ E∗,0
2ps−1 such that d2ps−1(gn,s) = vs ⊗ g̃n for all 1 ≤ s ≤ n− 1. Let the BP ∗-module

in E∗,∗
2ps−1 generated by gn,s be isomorphic to a P (s′ + 1)∗-free module for s′ ≤ s. Here

note that if s′ 6= s, then Ideal(vs′ , .., vs−1){gn,s} ⊂ Ker(d2ps−1). In any case, we can take
gn,s,t ∈ H∗(X)/p for t ≤ s′ such that d2pt−1(g(n,s,t)) = vt ⊗ gn,s. Continue this arguments
and we can take

g̃n
Qs1←−−−− g(n,s1)

Qs2←−−−− g(n,s1,s2) ←−−−− ...
Qsm←−−−− g(n,s1,...,sm)

for some (n > s1 > ... > sm).

Lemma 5.1. Let H∗(X)(p) has no higher p-torsion. Suppose (5.2) and A = ⊕n=−1P (n+

1)∗G̃n in (5.3). Then there is the injection

H∗(X ; Z/p) ↪→ ⊕Q(n)Gn with Q0...QnGn = G̃n.

Proof. LetH be a Z/p-module generated by elements g(n,s1,...,sm) discussed above. Identifing

these elemets with Q−1
sm
...Q−1

s1
(g̃n) = Q0...Q̂sm

....Q̂s1 ...Qn(gn) and Q0...Qngn = g̃n, we get
the injection H ↪→ ⊕Q(n)Gn. Suppose x ∈ H∗(X)(p) −H . Then by the assumption (5.3),
x is not a permanent cycle. Hence for some i, d2pi−1(x) 6= 0 and so Qi(x) 6= 0. Let
t be a largest number such that Qit

...Qi1Qix = g̃ 6= 0. Since Qj(g̃) = 0 for all j, we
know g̃ is a permanent cycle. This element g̃ ∈ E∗,0

∞ generates a P (N + 1)∗-module for
N = max(is, ..., i1, i). This means x = (Q−1

i Q−1
i1
...Q−1

is
g̃) ∈ H . �

Recall that Q(i, n) = Λ(Qi, ..., Qn).
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Lemma 5.2. Let H∗(X)(p) has no higher p-torsion.
(1) If (5.2) is satified and in (5.3),

A = ⊕n=−1P (n+ 1)∗G̃n and B ∼= ⊕s=1BP
∗{p, v1, .., vs}K̃s,

then we have the isomorphism

H∗(X)/p ∼= (G−1/p⊕n=1 Q(1, n)G′
n −⊕(Q(1, s)K ′

s − K̃ ′
s)).

H∗(X ; Z/p) ∼= (⊕n=1Q(n)Gn −⊕(Q(s)Ks − K̃s))

with Q0...QnGn = G̃n ,Q0Gn = G′
n and Q0...Qs−1GKs = K̃s, Q0Ks = K ′

s.
(2) If Q0...QnGn ∈ Im(ρ) and |Qo...QsKs| = even, then the converse also holds.

Proof. (1) Let 0 6= x ∈ K̃s. Since x is not permanent cycle, d2pi−1(x) 6= 0 and Qi(x) 6= 0.

Since {p, ..., vs}K̃s are permanent cycles, we know Qi(x) ∈ E∗,∗
2pi−1 is P (s+1)∗-module, that

is, i = s+ 1 by the Lanweber invariant prime ideal theorem and

⊕Q(n)Gn ⊃ Q(s)Ks.

Since x generates a free BP ∗-module, x 6∈ Im(Qj) for all j. Hence we get the injection

H∗(X ; Z/p) ↪→ ⊕Q(n)Gn − (Q(s)Ks − K̃s)

Let x = Qi1 ...Qik
gn be in the righthandside of the above injection such that 0 6= Qi(x) ∈

H∗(X ; Z/p) but x 6∈ H∗(X ; Z/p). If Qi(x) is not a permanent cycle, then viQi(x) is per-

manet so Qi(x) must be in K̃s and hence x ∈ Q(s)Ks, this is a contradicition. Otherwise
Qi(x) = g̃n generates a P (n)∗-module and Qi(x) must be Im(Qj) for all j ≤ n. Hence
x ∈ H∗(X ; Z/p).

(2) By induction on i, we assume

E∗,∗
2pi−1

∼= C(i)⊕D(i)

where

C(i) = P (i)∗ ⊗ (⊕i≤nQ(i, n)Qi−1...Q0Gn −⊕i≤sQ(i, n)Qi−1...Q0Ks)

⊕i−1≤sBP
∗ ⊗ K̃s

and D(i) = ⊕n≤i−1P (n+ 1)∗G̃n ⊕⊕s≤i−2BP
∗{p, ..., vs}K̃s.

Here elements of K̃s and D(i) are even dimensional. Hence all odd dimensional elements
generate P (i)∗-modules. Note that if i > j, then there are no non-tivial map from P (i)∗-
modules to P (j)∗-modules. We also note that there is not possibility that dt(vkx) = viy

for x ∈ K̃s and y ∈ Eodd,∗
t . Because there is the map i∗ of spectral sequences from that

for BP ∗(X) to that for P (i)∗(X) ; In fact in the last spectral sequence E∗,∗
2pi−1

∼= P (i)∗ ⊗
H∗(X ; Z/p) and i∗(viy) 6= 0. Hence the next non zero differntial must be of form d2pi−1(x) =
vi ⊗Qi(x). Therefore we have

E∗,∗
2pi
∼= C(i+ 1)⊕D(i)⊕ P (i+ 1)Qi...Q0Gi ⊕BP ∗{p, ..., vi−1}K̃i−1

. The last term is computed from QiK̃i−1 6= 0 and

Kerd2pi−1|BP ∗{K̃i−1} = BP ∗{p, ..., vi−1}K̃i−1

since QiK̃i−1 is P (i)∗-free in E∗,∗
2pi−1. �
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The classifying spaces of groups BO(n), SO(4), G2, Spin(m),m ≤ 9 for p = 2 and
PGL3, F4 for p = 3, and (Z/p)n hold the above lemma. However SO(6) does not satisfy the
above lemma [I].

We will show that the injection (1) approximate h∗,∗(X ; Z/p). Let Ih∗,∗(X) be a Z/p[τ ]-
submodule of h∗,∗(X ; Z/p) generated by image from h∗,∗(X)/p.

Corollary 5.3. Suppose that (1) in Lemma 5.2 and the Totaro’s map clp is epic. Then we
have the injection

Ih∗,∗H∗(X) ↪→ ((G−1/p⊕n=1 Q(1, n)G′
n)− (⊕Q(1, s)K ′

s − K̃ ′
s))⊗ Z/p[τ ]

h∗,∗(X ; Z/p) ↪→ (⊕n=1Q(n)Gn)− (⊕Q(s)K ′
s − K̃ ′

s)⊗ Z/p[τ ]

with w(Gn) = n+1, w(G′
n) = n. Moreover if some BP ∗-module generator in Ideal(p, .., v1)K̃s ⊂

E∗,∗
∞ is represented by transfer of a Chern class, then Ker(t2∗,∗

C
) contains non-zero element.

The P (m)∗(−) version of above facts also holds considering the spectral sequence

E∗,∗
2 = H∗(X ; Z/p)⊗ P (m)∗ =⇒ P (m)∗(X).

(5.3)’ Let E∗,∗
∞ = A ⊕ B where A ( resp. B) is the P (m)∗-module generated by

generators in E∗,0
∞ (resp. in E∗,minus

∞ ).

Lemma 5.4. (1) If (5.2) is satified and in (5.3)’,

A ∼= ⊕n=−1P (m+ n+ 1)∗G̃n(m), B ∼= ⊕s=0P (m)∗{vm, ..., vs}Ks(m),

then we have the isomorphism

H∗(X ; Z/p) ∼= (⊕n=−1Q(m,n+m)Gn(m))−⊕Q(m,m+ s)Ks(m)− K̃s(m))

with Qm...Qm+nGn(m) = G̃n(m) and Qm...Qm+sKs(m) = K̃s(m).

(2) If Qm...Qm+nGn(m) ∈ Im(ρ) and |K̃s(m)| = even then the converse also holds.

The P (m)∗-versions also hold for G = (Z/p)n, BO(n), BSO(4). One application for
P (m)∗-vesions is the following.

Corollary 5.5. Let H∗(X ; Z/p) (resp. H∗(Y ; Z/p)) have the decomposion of Λ(Q0, ...)-
modules of Lemma 5.2 (1) (resp. Lemma 5.3 (1) for all m ≥ 0 ). Then H∗(X × Y ; Z/p)
has also the decomposion of Lemma 5.2 (1).

Proof. We get the following isomorphism

Q(n)Gn ⊗H∗(Y ; Z/p) ∼=
Q(n)Gn ⊗ (Q(n+ 1, n+ k + 1)Gk(n+ 1)−⊕Q(n+ 1, n+ t+ 1)Kt(n+ 1)− K̃t(n+ 1)))

∼= Q(n+ k + 1)Gn ⊗Gk(n+ 1))− (Q(n+ t+ 1)Gn ⊗Kt(n+ 1)−Q(n)Gn ⊗ K̃s(n+ 1))

since each Qi is derivative. The corollary is immediate from the similar isomorphisms. �

For case X = (BZ/p)n or BO(n), the above injection in (1) in the lemma becomes an
isomorphism. Hence B = 0 for these cases and

grBP ∗(BG) ∼= ⊕P (n+ 1)∗G̃n

Moreover W.S.Wilson proved

BP ∗(BO(n)) ∼= BP ∗[c1, ..., cn]/(c1 − c∗1, ..., cn − c∗n)

where c∗i is the complex conjugate of the Chern class of ther usual complex representation.
The cohomology h∗,∗(BO(n)) is still studied in (4.2).
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Next consider the caseX = BSO(4). The mod 2-cohomology isH∗(X ; Z/2) ∼= Z/2[w2, w3, w4].
The cohomology operation acts

Q0w2 = w3, Q1w3 = w2
3 , Q1w4 = w4w3, Q1Q2w4 = w2

3w
2
4 .

The integral cohomology is written as

H∗(X)(2) ∼= Z(2)[w
2
2 , w4]⊗ (Z(2){1} ⊕ Z/2[w3]{w3}).

In the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence, non-zero differentials are d2i+1−1(x) = vi⊗Qi(x)
for i = 1, 2. We can compute

E∗,∗
∞
∼= E∗,∗

8
∼= Z(2)[c2]⊗ (BP ∗[c4]{1, 2w4} ⊕ P (2)∗[c3]{c3} ⊕ P (3)∗[c3, c4]{c3c4}).

BP ∗(X)⊗BP∗ Z(2)
∼= Z(2)[c2, c4]⊗ (Z(2){1, 2w4} ⊕ Z/2[c3]{c3}).

Therefore we get

Proposition 5.6.

(1) Ih∗,∗(BSO(4)) ⊂ Z/2[τ ]⊗
(Z/2[c2]⊗ (Z/2[c4]{1} ⊕ Z/2[c3]⊗Q(1, 1){w3} ⊕ Z/2[c3, c4]⊗Q(1, 2){w4})).

If t4,3
C
⊗Q is epic, then the above injection is an isomorphism.

(2) h∗,∗(BSO(4); Z/2) ⊂ (Z/2[c2]⊗ (Z/2[c4]{1}

⊕Z/2[c3]⊗Q(1){w2} ⊕ Z/2[c3, c4]⊗ (Q(2){Q−1
0 w4} − {Q−1

0 w4})⊗ Z/2[τ ]

We know that the element corresponding 2w4 is represented by a Chern classe c′2 of

some representation and this means the Totaro’s cycle map c̃l is epic. Indeed, Totaro and
Padharipande shows that this map is isomorphic, namely,

CH∗(BSO(4))(2) ∼= Z(2)[c2, c3, c4, c
′
2]/(2c3, c3c

′
2, c

′
2
2 − 4c4)

. Next consider the P (1)∗-version for BSO(4). By using the computations of Qiwj [I] and
the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence, we can prove that

grP (1)∗(BSO(4)) ∼= P (1)∗[c4]{1, v1w2w4} ⊕ P (2)∗{c3}

⊕P (3)∗[c3]{c23, c3c4} ⊕ P (3)∗[c4]{c3c24} ⊕ P (4)∗[c3, c4]{c23c24}
We have the another decompostion of H∗(BSO(4); Z/2).

Proposition 5.7.

H∗(BSO(4); Z/2) ∼= Z/2[c4]⊕Q(1, 1){w3} ⊕ Z/2[c3]⊗ (Q(1, 2){w2, w4})

⊕Z/2[c4]⊗ (Q(1, 2){c4w4})⊕ Z/2[c3, c4]⊗ (Q(1, 3){Q−1
1 w2w4} − {Q−1

1 w2w4}).

We consider the relation between grBP ∗(X)and grP (1)∗(X). When X = BSO(4), it is
known [K-Y] K(n)odd(X) = 0 and hence

P (m)∗(X) ∼= P (m)∗ ⊗BP∗ BP ∗(X)

. Therefore all P (m)∗(X) is no vm-torsion. Of course we have already seen that the
grBP ∗(−)-versions do not hold the above facts. If there is a relation pa0+v1a1+v2a2+ ... =
0 ∈ BP ∗(X), then it is proven [Y1] that there is y ∈ H∗(X ; Z/p) such that Qi(y) = ρ(ai)
where ρ : BP ∗(X)→ H∗(X ; Z/p) is the Thom map. In H∗(BSO(4); Z/2), we see that

Q0(w2w3) = c3, Q1(w2w3) = 0, Q2(w2w3) = c23.
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Hence we have the relation 2c3 +v2c
2
3 + ... = 0 ∈ BP ∗(BSO(2)). This shows c3 is the P (1)∗-

free in grBP ∗(BSO(4)) and c23 generates the P (3)∗-free module in grP (1)∗(BSO(4)) =
gr(BP ∗(BSO(4))/2). We also see that for x = c3w3w4 + c4w2w3

Q0(x) = c3c4, Q1(x) = Q2(x) = 0, Q3(x) = c23c
2
4

This means that there is the reation 2c3c4 + v3c
2
3c

2
4 + ... = 0 ∈ BP ∗(BSO(4)). Hence

c3c4 is the P (3)∗-free in grBP ∗(BSO(4)) and c23c
2
4 generates the P (4)∗-free module in

gr(BP ∗(BSO(4))/2).
Next condider the case X = BSO(6). This case the assumption (5.3) is not satisfied. In

fact Inoue computed [I]

grBP ∗(BSO(6)) ∼= ⊕4
n=−1P (n+ 1)∗G̃n ⊕ P (2)∗/(v2

2)G̃
′
1 ⊕BP ∗{2}K̃0.

(For details, see [I].) In particular he showed

d5(2w6) = v2
1w6w5, d11(v1 ⊗ w6w5) = v2

2w
2
6w

2
5 .

However even this case we can show

H∗(BSO(6); Z/2) ⊂ ⊕Q(n)Gn ⊕Q(1)G′
1

Moreover we can determine the Λ(Q0, ...)-module structure of H∗(BSO(6); Z/2) by the way
similar to the above lemmas.

Moreover R.Field [F] shows that

CH∗(BSO(2n)) ∼= Z(2)[c2, ..., c2n, yn]/(2codd, coddyn, y
2
n − (−1)n22n−2c2n)

with deg(yn) = 2n. Hence ideal(yn) ⊂ Ker(tC). However yn is not represented by Chern
class of any representation for n > 2. . We also note that BP ∗(BSO(2n)) are not known
for n > 3.

The cases X = BG2, BSpin(7) are quite similar to the case X = BSO(4). Indeed
CH∗(BG2), h

∗,∗(BG2; Z/2) have been discussed in §4, and

grBP ∗(BG2) ∼= Z(2)[c4, c6]⊗ (BP ∗{1, 2w4} ⊕ P (3)∗[c7]{c7}).
The infinite term of the spectral sequence for BP ∗(BSpin(7)) is computed by

Z(2)[c4, c6]⊗ (BP ∗[c8]{1, 2w4, 2w8, 2w4w8, v1w8} ⊕ P (3)∗[c7]{c7} ⊕ P (4)∗[c7, c8]{c7c8}).
Therefore we see ;

Corollary 5.8. Letting w(w8) = 2, the cohomology Ih∗,∗(BSpin(7)) (resp. h∗,∗(BSpin(7); Z/2)
) is isomorphic to a Z/2[τ ]-submodule of

Z/2[τ ]⊗Z/2[c4, c6]⊗(Z/2[c8]⊕Z/2[c7]⊗Q(1, 2){w4}⊕Z/2[c7, c8]⊗(Q(1, 3)(Q−1
1 {w8})−{Q−1

1 w8}))

(resp.Z/2[c4, c6]⊗ (Z/2[c8]⊕ Z/2[c7](Q(2){Q−1
0 w4} − {Q−1

0 w4})
⊕Z/2[c7, c8](Q(3){Q−1

0 Q−1
1 w8} − (Q(1){Q−1

0 Q−1
1 w8} − {w8})− {Q−1

0 w4w8}))
where Q−1

0 w4w8 = Q2Q
−1
0 Q−1

1 (w8) so that Q1(w4w8) = Q2w8.)

The algebra BP ∗(BSpin(7))⊗BP∗ Z(2) is isomorphic to

Z(2)[c4, c6, c8]⊗ (Z(2){1, 2w4, 2w8, 2w4w8, v1w8} ⊕ Z/2[c7]{c7}).
It is known that elements 2w8, 2w4w8 are represented by Chern classes but v1w8 is not.
However Totaro shows that the cycle map c̃l is epic for this case X = BSpin(7) also,
namely ;
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Corollary 5.9. There is an epimorphism

CH∗(BSpin(7))→ Z(2)[c4, c6, c
′
8]⊗ (Z(2){1, c′2, c′4, c′6, ξ3} ⊕ Z/2[c7]{c7})

where c′i is the i-th Chern class of complexication of the spin representation ∆ and ξ3 is
a 6-dimensional element which is not represented by Chern classes. Thus c′2, c

′
4, c

′
6 are in

Ker(ρ2) and ξ3 ∈ Ker(ρ).

Now we consider the case p = odd. The cases PGL3 and p1+2
+ are easy and Ih∗,∗(BG)

are still given. For example, for E = p1+2
+

grBP ∗(BE) ∼= BP ∗ ⊗Heven(BE)/(v1Q1H
odd(BE)).

Here we consider the case G = F4, p = 3, while its Chow ring is still unknown. The mod 3
cohomology of F4 is isomorphic to H∗(BF4; Z/3) ∼= C ⊗D with D = Z(3)[x36, x48] and

C = Z/3[x4, x8]⊗ {1, x20, x
2
20} ⊕ Z/3[x26]⊗ Λ(x9)⊗ {1, x20, x21, x25}

where two terms of C have the intersection {1, x20}. Then we can prove [K-Y]

grBP ∗(BF4) ∼= D ⊗ (BP ∗{1, 3x4} ⊕BP ∗ ⊗E ⊕ P (3)∗[x26]{x26})
with E = Z(3)[x4, x8]{ab|a, b ∈ {x4, x8, x20}}. Therefore we see

Corollary 5.10. Letting w(E) = 0 and w(x4) = 2, Ih∗,∗(BF4) is a Z/3[τ ]-submodule of

D ⊗ (Z/3{1}⊕ E ⊕ Z/3[x26]⊗Q(1, 2){x4}))⊗ Z/3[τ ].

The element 3x is proved to be represented by a Chern class and x26 = Q2Q1x4. The
element x36 is also represented by a Chern class and P 3x36 = x48. If we can prove that
E/3 ⊂ Im(clp) and x ∈ H4,3(BF4,Z/3), then above module is just the Ih∗,∗(BF4) for p = 3.

Let G be a simply connected Lie group. Then H3(G;Z) ∼= Z and H4(G;Z) ∼= 0. Suppose
that H∗(G;Z) has p-torsion. Then it is known that there is an element x′ ∈ H3(G;Z) such
that 0 6= Q1x

′ ∈ H2p+2(G;Z) . Taking classifying space, we get the element x ∈ H4(BG;Z)
such that Q1x 6= 0 in H2p+3(BG; Z/p). If px ∈ H4(BG;Z) is represented by a Chern class,
then there is a non-zero elemenet c2 ∈ CH∗(BG)/p with cl(c2) = px but x 6∈ Im(clp). For
groups G2 or Spin(7) for p = 2 and G = F4 for p = 3, we can take c2 with px = cl(c2).

Proposition 5.11. Let p = 2 or 3. There is the classifying space BG̃ such that for all
m,n with 3 ≤ n + 1 < m ≤ 2n, the kernel Ker(tm,n

C
) 6= 0 where tm,n

C
: Hm,n(X ; Z/p) →

Hm(X ; Z/p).

Proof. Let G̃ = G × (Z/p)∞ where G = G2, p = 2 or G = F4, p = 3. Recall that (BZ/p)
satifies the Kunneth formula for all spaces. Elements c2x for 0 6= x ∈ H∗,∗((BZ/p)∞; Z/p)
are all nonzero and all in KertC. �

6. homotopy category

¿From the category Spc , Voevodsky constructs ([Vo1],[Vo2],[Mo-Vo])the (A1, algebraic)
homotopy category Hot and stable homotopy category SHot. There are two different types
of spheres in Spc

(6.1) S1
s = A

1/{0, 1} and S1
t = A

1 − {0}.
The Tate object is T = A1/(A1 − 0) ∼= P1 ∼= S1

t ∧ S1
s in Hot. The category SHot is defined

by the T as the suspension, e.g., E = {Ei}, Ei ∈ Spt is a spectrum if there is a map
T ∧ Ei → Ei+1.
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Let Σ∞
T be the functor from Spc to T -spectra by X to {T i ∧X}. If E is a T -spectrum,

then the motivic (generalized) cohomology E∗,∗(−) is defined by

(6.2) Em,n(X) = HomSHot(Σ
∞
T (X), Sm−n

s ∧ Sn
t ∧ E)

(6.3) Em,n(X) = HomSHot(Σ
∞
T , X ∧ Sm−n

s ∧ Sn
t ∧ E)

where HomSHot(−,−) is the (algebraic) homotopy group defined on SHot.
The realization map tC is originary defined as the functor tC : X → X(C) from Hot to

the category of homotopy spaces. Note that this induces

(6.4) tC : Em,n(X)→ (tCE)m(X(C)).

The spectrum for the ordinary motivic cohomology is defined as following. Let L(X ;R) for
R = Z or Z/p be the presheaf sending a connected U to the free R-module genrated by the
set of all closed irreducible W ⊂ U × X such that the projection W → U are finite and
surjective. The Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum is defined as

K(R(n), 2n) = L(An;R)/L(An − {0};R).

Then Voevodsky proved that K(R(n), 2n) is the Ω-spectrum for the suspension T , namely,
K(R(n), 2n) ∼= ΩTK(R(n+ 1), 2n+ 2) in Hot. Define also for m < 2n,

(6.5) K(R(m), n) = Ω2m−n
S1 (R(m), 2m).

Thus the ordinary motivic cohomology is defined by

(6.6) Hm,n(X ;R) = HomHot(X,K(R(m), n)).

By the naturality of tC and some structures of H∗(K(Z/p, n); Z/p), we can easily prove

Proposition 6.1. Let 0 6= τn ∈ Hn,n(K(Z/p(n), n); Z/p) (resp. τ ′n+1 ∈ Hn+1,n(K(Z(p)(n), n+
1); Z/p)) be the fundamental class (representing the identity map). Then

H2∗,∗(K(Z/p(n), n); Z/p) ⊃ Z/p[Qin−1 ...Qi1Q0τn|0 ≤ i1 ≤ ... ≤ in−1].

H2∗,∗(K(Z(p)(n), n+ 1); Z/p) ⊃ Z/p[Qin−1 ...Qi1τ
′
n+1|0 ≤ i1 ≤ ... ≤ in−1].

Remark.6.1. Let us write the above A = Z/p[Qin−1 ...Qi1Q0τ |0 ≤ i1 ≤ ... ≤ in−1].
By Tamanoi[Ta], the image ρp(K(Z/p, n)) = A ⊂ H∗(K(Z/p, n); Z/p). Moreover there is
the isomorphism [R-W-Y], BP ∗(K(Z/p, n)) ⊗BP∗ Z/p ∼= A. Hence if k = C and B(n, p)
condition holds and moreover the space K(Z/p, n); Z/p) is approximated by smooth spaces
Xn, then we get isomorphism

(6.7) h2∗,∗(K(Z/p(n), n); Z/p) ∼= A.

7. algebraic cobordism

Let BGL denote the infinite Grassmanian, the union over N of GLN(∞). The corre-
sponding generalized cohomology theory is the algebraicK-theory. The algebraic cobordism
theory MGL∗,∗(−) is the generalized cohomology theory defined by the Thom spectrum
MGL = {Th(En → GLn)}n with identifying Th(E ⊕ O) ∼= T ∧ Th(E) and En ⊕ O → En

for the trivial line bundle O. One observation is that there is the map ([Vo1],[Vo2])

(7.1) i : MU2∗(pt) ⊂MGL2∗,∗(pt)

such that tCi = id. It is known (Hu-Kriz [H-K], Vezzosi[Ve2]) that

(7.2) MGL∗,∗(P∞ × ...× P
∞) ∼= MGL∗,∗(pt)[y1, ..., yn]

(7.3) MGL∗,∗(BGLn) ∼= MGLn(pt)∗,∗[c1, ..., cn]
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where ci are identified with the elementary symmetric polinomials in the yi’s. Hence Chern
classes are also defined in MGL2∗,∗(BG). The realization maps

(7.4) t2∗,∗
C

: MGL2∗,∗(BG)(p) →MU∗(BG)(p)

are epic forG = SO(2n+1), SO(4), G2 for p = 2 and p1+2
+ for all primes becauseMU∗(BG)(p)

are generated by Chern classes.. Moreover if the followings are correct

(7.5) MGL2∗,∗(K(Z/p(n), n)⊗MGL2∗,∗ Z/p ⊃ Z/p[Qin−1 ...Qi1Q0τn],

(7.6) MGL2∗,∗(K(Z(p)(n), n+ 1)⊗MGL2∗,∗ Z/p ⊃ Z/p[Qin−1 ...Qi1τ
′
n+1]

then we also see t2∗,∗
C

are epic for G = G2, p = 2 and for PGL3 for p = 3. The similar facts
also for K2∗,∗(BG).

For the algebraic Thom map ρ̃Z/p : MGL→ HZ/p, the realization map tC commutes with

the Thom map,i.e., tCρ̃Z/p = ρZ/ptC. For cases that t2∗,∗
C
|MGL2∗,∗(BG) epic, the cycle maps

c̃l : CH∗(BG)→MU∗(BG)⊗BP∗Z(p) are also epic. Hence for all Z/p[τ ]-module generators
in hm,n(BG; Z/p) with m 6= 2n are not in the image ρ̃ : MGL∗,∗(BG)→ h∗,∗(BG; Z/p).

By the Thom isomorphism, we get MGL∗,∗(BGL) ∼= MGL∗,∗(MGL). This means that
the Steenrod algebra ofMGL∗,∗(−) is generated as aMGL∗,∗(pt)-module by the Landweber-
Novikov operation Sα

(7.7) MGL∗,∗(MGL) ∼= MGL∗,∗(pt){Sα|α = (i1, ..., in), ij ≥ 0}.
Here this operations satisfy the Cartan formula

(7.8) Sα(xy) = Σα=β+γSβ(x)Sγ(y)

and Sα|MU∗(pt) is the usual Landweber-Novikov operation.
Kriz-Ho and Vezzosi construct algebraic Brown-Peterson theory BP ∗,∗(−) by using mod-

ified Quillen’s arguments. Here we note that we can also construct the algebraic BP-theory
by using the technique of Novikov(5.4 in [N]). Recall MU ∗ ∼= Z[x1, ..], |xi| = −2i. Define

(7.9) ∆xi
= Σq≥1(xi/S∆i

(xi))
q−1Sq∆i

.

Note that ∆xi
(xi) = 1 and S∆i

(xi) 6= 0 mod p if i 6= pj − 1. Then we can easily prove that
πi = 1 − xi∆xi

is a multiplicative projection such that πi(xj) = (1 − δij)xj . Essentially
composing (for details, see p587 in [N]) πi for all i 6= pj − 1, we get the multiplicative
projection Φ : MGL(p) →MGL(p) such that

(7.10) Φ(xi) =

{

xi (if i = pj − 1 for some j)

0 (otherwise)

Define the algebraic Brown-Peterson spectrum by ΦMGL = B̃P . Of course tC(B̃P ) = BP

Theorem 7.1. Identifying BP ∗ = MU∗/(xi|i 6= pj − 1), B̃P
∗,∗

(X) ∼= BP ∗ ⊗MU∗

(p)

MGL∗,∗(X)(p).

Proof. Since πxi
(a) = (1 − xi∆xi

)a = a mod(xi), we see Φ(a) = a mod(xi|i 6= pj − 1) for

all a ∈MGL∗,∗(X). The isomorphism is proved since B̃P
∗,∗

(X) ⊂MGL∗,∗(X)(p) from the

property Φ2 = Φ. �

Since B̃P
∗,∗

(pt) ∼= BP ∗ ⊗MU∗

(p)
MGL∗,∗(pt), we can write the above isomorphism

(7.11) B̃P
∗,∗

(X) ∼= B̃P
∗,∗ ⊗MUGL∗,∗

(p)
MGL∗,∗(X)(p)
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We also see B̃P
∗,∗{Sα} ⊂ B̃P

∗,∗
(B̃P ). Given a sequence Sn = (a1, ..., ai) with ai ∈MGL∗,∗,

we can inductively construct the MGL-module spectrum by

(7.12) MGL(Si−1)
×ai−−−−→ MGL(Si−1) −−−−→ MGL(Si)

Here we can easily see by a diagram chasing that if MU(Si−1) is a MGL-module spectrum,
then so is the cofiber MGL(Si). By the construction, when Si is a regular sequence in MU∗,
it is immediate tC(MGL(Si)) = MU(Si) with MU(Si)

∗ ∼= MU∗/(Ideal(Si)). In particular

we can see that B̃P
∗,∗

(X) ⊂ MU(xi|i 6= pj − 1)∗,∗(X)(p). Similarly we can define B̃P (Si)

for ai ∈ BP ∗,∗. We also define the connected MoravaK-theory k̃(n) so that its realization is

k(n) with k(n)∗ ∼= Z/p[vn]. We also define H̃Z/p so that tC(H̃Z/p) = tC(HZ/p). However

it seems difficult to see that H̃Z/p is to HZ/p, and that MGL(Si) is a MGL-ring spectrum.

8. Lie groups and corresponging complex algebraic groups

Throughout this section, we assume k = C. Let G be a simply connected Lie group
and GC be tha corresponding algebraic group. ¿From the theorem of Borel, we have the
isomorphism

(8.1) H∗(G; Z/p) ∼= Z/p[y2i1 , ...]/(y
pr1

2i1
, ...)⊗ Λ(x2j1+1, ...)

(when p = 2, for each is, there is jk such that y2is
= x2

2jk+1). Grothendieck and Kac [K]

showed that the mod p Chow ring is isomorphic to the subring of H∗(G; Z/p) generated by
even degree generators

(8.2) CH∗(GC)/p ∼= Z/p[y2i1 , ...]/(y
pr1

2i1
, ...).

This fact is proved that the righthand side of the above isomorphism is the image from
CH∗(G/T ) ∼= H∗(G/T ) which is torsion free generated by even degree elements. Therefore
CH∗(GC)/p and BP ∗(G)⊗BP∗ Z/p are quite different for these cases, i.e., the Totaro’s map

c̃l is a injection but not epimorphism.
Hereafter we always suppose the following assumption.

(A3) t3,2
C
⊗Q : H3,2(G) ⊗Q→ H3(GC)⊗Q is epic.

The easy case is X = SO(4), p = 2. The cohomology is H∗(SO(4); Z/2) ∼= Z/2[x1]/(x
4
1)⊗

Λ(x3) andBP ∗(SO(4)) ∼= BP ∗⊗H∗(SO(4))(2). Then it is easily seen that h∗,∗(SO(4); Z/2) ∼=
Λ(y2, x1, x3) with w(y2) = 0, w(x1) = w(x3) = 1. Next consider the case G2, p = 2. Its mod
2 cohomology is

(8.3) H∗(G2; Z/2) ∼= Z/2[x3]/(x
4
3)⊗ Λ(x5) ∼= Z/2[y6]/(y

2
6)⊗ Λ(x3, x5)

with Sq2(x3) = x5 and Sq1(x5) = x2
3. So we have CH∗(G2C)/2 ∼= Z/2[y6]/(y

2
6). In the

Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence, the only non zero differential is d2p−1 = v1 ⊗ Q1.
Hence we get

grBP ∗(G2) ∼= E∗,∗
∞
∼= BP ∗{1, 2x3, y6x5, x3y6x5} ⊕ P (1)∗{y6x3} ⊕ P (2)∗{y6},

BP ∗(G2) ∼= BP ∗{1, z3, z14} ⊕BP ∗{z9, z11}/(2z9 − v2z11)⊕ P (2)∗{y6}.
This means there are many non zero elements zi ∈ BP ∗(G2) ⊗BP∗ Z(2) such that zi 6∈ c̃l
and moreover z3 ∈ Kerρ2. It is immediate

Proposition 8.1. If the assumption (A3) is satified, then the motivic cohomology is given
by

h∗,∗(G2C; Z/2) ∼= Λ(x3, x5, y6)⊗ Z/2[τ ] with w(x3) = w(x5) = 1 and w(y6) = 0
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Lastly, we consider the case F4, p = 3. The cohomology is isomorphic to

H∗(F4; Z/3) ∼= Z/3[y8]/(y
3
8)⊗ Λ(x3, x7, x11, x15).

Here Q1(x3) = Q0(x7) = y8 and P
1(x11) = x15. The non zero differntial of Atiyah-

Hirzebruch spectral sequence is just d2p−1(−). The BP -theory is

BP ∗(F4) ∼= (BP ∗{1, z3, z26}⊕BP ∗{z19, z23}/(3z19 − v1z23)⊕ P (2)∗{y8, y2
8})⊗Λ(x11, x15).

Thus for this case , BP ∗(F4)⊗BP∗ Z(3) is also quite different to CH∗(F4C). As for motivic
cohomology, if (A3) holds, then we see w(x3) = w(x7) = 1 but only see w(x11) ≥ w(w15).
Recall that k(2)∗(F4) ∼= k(2) ⊗H∗(F4;Z/3) since Q2 = 0. Moreover we know the reduced
product is ψ̄(x3) = v2y8 ⊗ x11. Therefore if there is the connected motivic Morava K-

theory k̃(n)∗,∗(−) such that k̃(n)
vn−→ k̃(n) → HZ/p is the cofiber sequence, then we see

w(y8 ⊗ x11) = 1 while it does not means w(x11) = 1.
Remark 8.1. We consider the map

(8.4) ρptC : MGL2∗,∗(X)⊗MGL2∗,∗ Z→MU∗(X)⊗MU∗ Z→ H∗(X ; Z/p).

For each smooth X , the image Im(ρptC) is contained in clp(CH
∗(X)) by the dimensional re-

strictions. Moreover if MGL∗,∗ is MU∗-free then MGL2∗,∗(G/T ) ∼= MGL2∗,∗⊗MU∗(G/T )

and we see that Im(ρptC) ∼= CH∗(G)/p. The Totaro’s cycle maps c̃l are not isomorphic,
in general, for smooth X . However for the algebraic cobordism, It seems that there is the
posibbility

(8.5) MGL2∗,∗(X)⊗MGL2∗,∗ Z ∼= CH∗(X).

Then c̃l is induced from the realization map tC : MGL2∗,∗(−) →MU2∗(−). Similar fact is
also mentioned by Hu-Kriz ([H-K] Conjecture 3.3,(3.5)) and Vezzosi [Ve1]. Moreover if we
can extend the Totaro’s cycle map to the motivic theories

c̄l
2∗,∗

: CH∗(X) = H2∗,∗(X)→MGL2∗,∗(X)⊗MGL2∗,∗ Z

, then it may induce the inverse map. (This map is constructed recently by [L-M].)
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